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Globally, 2021 may have been another year of living life dangerously, with the multitude of natural disasters, 

government and public  unrest, and a pandemic - it had a solid bounce-back due to the reopening of many  

economies. 

The reopening of BC’s economy, while facing similar challenges of the global stage, was stronger than most.   

Despite the impacts of  wildfires and flooding in 2021, BC’s GDP grew because of our resource sectors. 

Throughout 2021, the Resource Municipalities Coalition (RMC) supported effective change with the province of 

BC and the federal government. These changes supported sustainable growth for various sectors and ultimately 

improving the quality of life for British Columbians and Canadians.  

By recognizing the challenges facing the resource sector, the RMC advanced the Northern BC Rail Analysis with 

support from Northern Development Initiative Trust, challenged the provincial mining permitting processes and 

subsequent impacts of deterring investment, supported recommendations that would further advance            

opportunities for nursing in rural and remote communities within BC, provided comment on Climate               

Preparedness and Adaptation Strategy for the province, published an updated Export Analysis and Provincial  

Revenues report for northeast BC, and supported lobbying activity to see a Carbon Capture Tax Credit within 

the federal 2022 budget. 

Once again 2021 saw the resource sector face challenges on its sustainability and need, with the sector           

displacing public misconception by meeting the demands of British Columbians throughout their time of need 

during the wildfires, flooding, and the deep freeze of 2021. 

Further impacting the challenges facing all sectors in 2021 were demand-supply challenges, labour shortages, 

and the impacts of managing the pandemic. Consistent commodity pricing assisted the oil and gas sector to   

rebound to pre-pandemic levels and provide strength to the mining sector. Its positive influences on the         

forestry sector were short lived as government policy and international trade tariffs impacted investor            

confidence and saw more unclear direction for this sector and impacted the closure of some mills in 2021. 

Despite the challenges of 2021, BC remains on a path to full recovery, while the path forward will remain bumpy 

and dependant on the evolution of the pandemic, the trajectory remains positive.  

Summary 

“There are no shortcuts to any place worth going.” 

Beverly Sills 
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MISSION 

To be a constructive part of creating a more equitable and inclusive society 

protecting and enhancing sustainable development of resource communities 

and provide a high quality of life to citizens through the provisions of services 

that ensure safety, education, health, economic vitality and a healthy natural 

environment and mutually respectful relationships with First Nations. 
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PURPOSE OF THE RMC 

The Resource Municipalities Coalition (RMC) is a strategic partnership of communities, business associations and   

service sector associations that are focused on all aspects of resource development. 

As a unified voice for regional districts, municipal governments and Indigenous governments, business and            

communities on responsible resource development, the RMC works to ensure resource communities, and businesses 

are involved and engaged in resource development decisions that impact them directly or indirectly. 

From a regional perspective, and whenever able, the RMC will work to prepare and maintain economic planning 

models to assist in researching and analyzing economic impacts of resource development on resource communities.  

Likewise, the RMC will work to represent the collective interest of its members in provincial or federal planning     

processes for delivery of services and infrastructure including health, education, transportation, policing and other 

provincial or federal initiatives. 

The RMC will work to represent its members interests in pertinent project reviews and approval processes as part of 

collaboration with federal and provincial governments, and industry to promote responsible resource development. 
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GOALS & OBJECTIVES OF THE STRATEGIC PLAN 

      Developing strategy that ensures Resource Municipalities Coalition objectives continue to advocate for           

sustainability of communities and provide citizens with a high quality of life through the provision of services 

that ensure safety, education, health, economic vitality, and a healthy natural environment. 

2021—2024 Objectives 

Protection and Enhancement of Resource Communities 

 Support continued development of communities as permanent, 
sustainable, and vibrant centers that support agriculture,         
forestry, mining, tourism and oil and gas. 

 

Mitigate Impacts 
 Ensuring that economic, social, community and financial impacts 

of resource growth are fully mitigated and compensated by    
government and industry. 

 

Maximization Local Content and Increased Residency 

 Working to ensure local content of goods and services are       

considered as is local residency of the workforce, as an important 

consideration in decisions to grant social license to industry while 

reflecting industry needs in recruitment and retention. 

 

Engagement in Resource and Infrastructure Development 

 Advocate that resource communities be involved and consulted in 

all resource development decisions that directly or indirectly 

affect their interests. 
 

Promote and Extending Funding Agreements 

 Working with government to ensure agreements are protected 

and extended to ensure adequate tax base or revenue support 

addresses the financial impacts on resource communities. 

 

Protection of Environment 

 Working with industry and all levels of government to ensure that 

resource development takes place in a manner that protects the 

natural environment and the safety and health of residents. 
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2021-2024 Objectives continued 

 

Collaboration and Partnerships with First Nations 

 Working to sustain and further develop relationships with First 

Nations to help address issues of mutual concern related to future 

resource development. 
 

Support Investment to Expand Municipal Services and             
Infrastructure 

 Ensuring that the Provincial Government makes timely               
investments in the expansion of provincial services and              
infrastructure within resource communities. 
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Year-End Financial Report 

Annually, the Executive Director develops a fiscal budget in accordance with the Resource Municipalities Coalition     

Financial Policy, to present to the Executive Committee for review and approval. All budgets are a net-zero balanced 

budget and consider current projects, sponsorship, conferences, workshops and other work that is determined 

throughout the year. 

The total contribution of Sustaining  Members provides a maximum budget level for the RMC and only incurred          

expenses of the RMC are billed to the Sustaining Members on a quarterly basis. 

 

2021 Sustaining Member Commitments 

City of Fort St John     $215,450.00 

Northern Rockies Regional Municipality  $ 28,530.00 

District of  Mackenzie     $ 34,870.00 

District of Tumbler Ridge    $ 21,241.00 

District of Taylor      $ 15,703.00 

Total commitment     $315,794.00 

 

Expenses for 2021 are inclusive of administration, various projects, sponsorships, conference attendance, workshops 

and third party engagements. 

 

2021 Sustaining Member portion of expenses 

City of Fort St John     $167,416.00 

Northern Rockies Regional Municipality  $ 14,697.00 

District of Mackenzie     $ 26,917.00 

District of Tumbler Ridge    $ 16,742.00 

District of Taylor      $ 12,189.00 

Total 2021 expenses     $237,962.00 
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In 2021, the Resource Municipalities Coalition (RMC) worked and collaborated to improve the opportunities for      

sustainable economic recovery post pandemic and supported initiatives that improved the quality of life for British 

Columbians and Canadians. 

• In 2021, the RMC welcomed the Northern Rockies Regional Municipality as a Sustaining Member along with the 

Fort Nelson Chamber of Commerce and the Truck Loggers Association of BC. 

 The RMC became a member of the Truck Loggers Association and signed a MoU with the Indigenous Resource 

 Network (IRN) to work together on like minded projects. 

 

• The Energy Roadmap Symposium held in 2018, continues to influence conversations with government, as they 

relate to the provinces CleanBC Program. 

 

• The Northern BC Rail Analysis is being conducted by HDR Inc., with financial support from Northern                  

Development Initiative Trust (NDIT). HDR Inc has been working with Canadian National Railway (CNR)              

developing a baseline understanding of the services provided by CNR to northern BC. 

 A review of existing and emerging opportunities was completed in preparation of developing sustainable           

 solutions that would see future development of these opportunities. 

 The final report for release, is anticipated by the end of quarter 1 of 2022. 

 

• The RMC engaged with Resource Works and 37 other organizations from across Canada to develop the Task 

Force for, real jobs, real recovery which utilized the expertise of 20 industry leaders from across Canada,        

including our very own Mayor Ackerman. 

 The work of this Task Force saw the RMC support initiatives that influenced the federal budget with respect to a 

 tax credit for carbon capture and further investment into Small Modular Reactors (SMR). 

 More information on the Task Force can be found at the following link, https://realrecovery.ca/.  

RMC INFLUENCES 2021 

https://realrecovery.ca/
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• The 2018 Mining Jobs Task Force resulted in the RMC opening conversations in 2019 with Northern Lights College 

(NLC) in hopes to advance the opportunities for a center of training excellence in mining, within the Tumbler 

Ridge area. 

 The impact of a pandemic put much of the conversation on hold, however, the RMC continued to encourage this 

 opportunity with NLC and provincial Ministers. 

 During 2020 and into 2021, the Tahltan First Nations began to advance the discussion of a training center within     

 their Nation, and it is understood that this initiative by the Tahltan has been successful. 

 

• Early on in 2021, the Northeast BC Exports and Provincial Revenues report was completed as an update to the 

2014 Export Analysis for Northeast BC. The new report included the District of Mackenzie as part of the study area 

and contained an Employment Multiplier to provide context of the impact of resource jobs on the rest of BC. 

 This report can be found on the RMC website, https://rmcoalition.com/. 

 

• Throughout 2021, the RMC continued to advance the “Leveling the playing field” project which focused on       

regulatory amendments to the provincial PST Legislation as it would support a more competitive market for BC 

contractors when competing with out-of-province contractors. 

 The RMC received correspondence from Minister Robinson that the province wasn’t prepared to make further 

 amendments to the regulations at this time. However, the RMC continues to reference these recommendations 

 whenever the opportunity arises. 

 

• 2021 also saw the RMC work to support change within the mining permitting process with Minister Ralston’s 

office and staff, with the Ministry providing assurances that they had begun work on developing new ways of  

governing and resourcing significant projects to ensure predictable review schedules ,and were reviewing the 

Joint Application Information Requirements (JAIR), to ensure that information requests were necessary and not         

duplicative. 

 Follow-up discussions with industry has suggested that they are seeing some progress in these areas. 

 

• Throughout the year, the RMC completed research work and connected with individuals within the health care 

sector to advance advocacy work requested during the 2020 Strategic Planning session with Sustaining Member 

councils. 

 From this work, 11 recommendations came to the forefront which provide the basis from which current advocacy 

 work has begun. 

https://rmcoalition.com/
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• The RMC engaged with various Ministries regarding: 

- Modernization of the Forestry Act,  

- Old-Growth, 

- Caribou Recovery Plan and Snowmobile Management Plan, 

- supported Geoscience BC’s funding application, 

- promoted work completed by the Nurse and Nurse Practitioners Association of BC, 

- Infrastructure advocacy regarding the Taylor Bridge and South Taylor Hill,  

- provided submissions regarding the Climate Preparedness and Adaptation Strategy, and the Select   

Standing Committee on Government Services and Finance. 

- Partnered with CAPP and provide our own submission to the province on the Royalty Review                 

Program, 

-  Carbon Capture Tax Credit for the 2022 Federal budget, 

- Federal funding of Small Nuclear Reactors within applicable provinces as outlined within the                                 

Canadian Nuclear Associations proposals to the federal government. 

 

• The RMC  Executive was interviewed by Robin Brunet for the summer 2021 issue of Truck Logger BC magazine in an   

article called “Influencing Policymakers”.  

 

• Educational workshops for Sustaining Members occurred with MNP completing 2 workshops on Environmental, Social 

and Governance (ESG) influences on municipalities as the financial sector drives change in how they  finance                

opportunities and the expectations that this would have on potential project within municipal  jurisdiction. 

 Mott MacDonald hosted 2 workshops on Cluster Development and the advantages Clusters provide community. 

 

• Additionally, throughout the year, the RMC routinely invited speakers to their monthly meetings covering topics such as 

Carbon Offset Markets, the Orphan Well Program, Forestry analysis, and the challenges of recruiting nurses within rural 

and remote communities. 
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ECONOMIC IMPACTS TO THE RESOURCE SECTOR 

 
Globally 2021, despite many significant socio-economic and geo-political influences, had a solid bounce-back 

due to the reopening of many economies. While not evenly distributed, this reopening supports projected 

6.5% GDP growth globally from earlier projections of only 5.2%. While direct impact of the pandemic begins to 

fade, many demand-supply challenges are impacting the pace of recovery and influencing a rise in inflation. 

Closer to home, the resource sector of BC felt the impacts of pandemic restrictions, natural disasters, and  

public unrest, resulting in a forecasted decline in GDP to 5% from 5.8%. This decline still exceeds a regular    

annual GDP growth rate of 2.6%. 

The resource sector’s influence, 2:1 compared to other sectors, to the provincial GDP, continues to face      

challenges from public misconceptions and needs engagement from industry to change. This is further         

amplified as the resource sector creates job spin-offs of 100:1 compared to any other sector in BC. 

Commodity pricing within the oil and gas sector helped to bring life back after a few years of struggle and 

looks to stay strong as global demand for energy increases within the next decade. This growth is despite a 

surging renewable energy market continues to struggle to gain significant momentum. 

The cancellation of the Keystone XL pipeline was seen as a major hit to the Canadian oil sector and while     

detrimental to increased exports, has minimal impacts to our regional economy. 

Canada LNG continues to advance with project completion at 50%, and saw disruption on the construction of 

the Coastal GasLink pipeline being built to supply natural gas from the northeast. Cedar LNG announce         

forward movement on their plant in partnership with First Nations and while struggling, Woodfibre LNG      

continued forward movement all in response to global demand and strong commodity pricing. 
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Commodity prices also supported stabilization within the mining sector and gave new life to mines throughout the 

province , while providing opportunities for future development should prices remain consistent. While commodity 

prices are good, BC continues to face investment challenges in this sector and must work to improve timelines       

associated to permitting. 

The forestry sector had a challenging year as it saw record high sales brought on by pandemic induced do-it-

yourselfers scrambling to keep busy during lockdowns. While the surge in consumer demand was positive, the sector 

saw the impact of governments Old-Growth deferrals and the uncertainty of modernizing the Forestry Act deter   

investment and facilitated some mill closures, further impacting a sector that has seen significant challenges for the 

past several years. 

Further labouring the sector, the forest sector saw the increase of tariffs on softwood lumber by the United States, 

resulting in a combined average of 17.9% for all producers, further putting pressure on the sector. As conversations 

continue, what next, consensus remains those declines will continue until a sustainable path forward is found. 

Agriculture didn’t escape the year unscathed as foreign worker supplies were impacted by travel restrictions, as was 

getting product to market challenges, and natural disasters throughout the province put strains on suppliers. 

Flooding in prime agricultural land throughout BC will have significant implications into 2022 and beyond as rich   

agricultural soils and vegetation was washed away. Much like the devastation of wildfire, these topsoil’s take        

decades to rebuild. 

These challenges were not only felt within BC, but further abroad and are contributors to ever rising food prices and 

ultimately inflation. 

The flooding and fire impacts of 2021 further challenged supply lines throughout the province as highway           

transportation and rail lines were impassable for extend periods of time, and not to be discounted was the             

ever-increasing workers shortage throughout the province and region, causing strain on all sectors. 
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2022 OUTLOOK 

British Columbia’s recovery in 2022 will feel the impacts of the devastating floods in the Fraser Valley region. Flood 

impacts are likely to be focused on transportation services, agriculture, and to some degree, the forestry sector. 

The devastation of flooding and wildfires in 2021 translates into significant economic setbacks for many regions of 

the province, however, the reconstruction efforts will add growth to the economy. 

The impacts to transportation may well last longer than anticipated into 2022 because of the destruction of key 

infrastructure throughout the Fraser Valley region which is a main thoroughfare for commodity shipments. 

On the job front for 2022, the province will continue to see labour shortages in all sectors, leaving employers to 

rethink opportunities in 2022. While interprovincial immigration trends remain strong, this is not seen as resolving 

the labour shortage issue, and this shortage translates into forecasted unemployment rates of 4.7 to  4.5 for 2022. 

While the resource sector has been key to BC’s recovery, 2022 will continue to see the forest sector grappling with 

multiple challenges like raw material shortages and newly imposed tariffs by the United States. 

The global energy demand rose 4.6% in 2021 and is forecasted to maintain consistent growth for at least another 

decade. Relative to the northeast, the oil and gas sector will continue to improve with minimal slippage provided 

global demand stays consistent. 

This surge in energy demand has also seen a 6% surge in electricity demand, which has negatively impacted CO2  

emissions globally as many mothballed coal fired plants were reactivated, further emphasizing the impacts of  

electrification of our economy. 

The renewable energy sector is forecasted to exceed 2021’s growth of 28% in 2022, largely impart due to          

government policy changes and climate initiatives. Challenges to this sector remain as key commodities are        

impacted by demand-supply issues. 

Other sectors like tech, tourism and film are anticipated to see modest gains, these gains will be outpaced by 

growth within the resource sector, further challenging public opinion that these alternate sectors will be strong 

enough to replace a resource economy in the short term. 
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COALITION MUNICIPAL CONTACTS 

Mayor Lori Ackerman     Milo MacDonald, CAO 

lackerman@fortstjohn.ca    mmacdonald@fortstjohn.ca 

250.787.8150      250.787.8150 

Mayor Rob Fraser     Moira Green, CAO 

mayorfraser@districtoftaylor.com   mgreen@districtoftaylor.com 

250.789.3392      250.789.3392 

Mayor Keith Bertrand     Jennifer Thompson, CAO 

kbertrand@dtr.ca     jthompson@dtr.ca 

250.242.4242      250.242.4242 

Mayor Joan Atkinson     Diane Smith, CAO 

joan@district.mackenzie.bc.ca   diane@district.mackenzie.bc.ca 

250.997.3221      250.997.3221 

Mayor Gary Foster     Scott Barry, CAO 

gfoster@northernrockies.ca             sbarry@northernrockies.ca 

250.774.2541      250.774.2541 
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ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

104—9907 99th Ave, Fort St John, BC V1J 1V1 

info@fsjchamber.com 

PO Box 1780, Tumbler Ridge, BC V0C 2W0 

tumblerchamber@gmail.com 

PO Box 880, Mackenzie, BC V0J 2C0 

office@mackenziechamber.bc.ca 

5121 47th Ave., Box 870 , Chetwynd, BC V0C 1J0 

manager@chetwyndchamber.ca 

#203—2666 Queensway, Prince George, BC V2L 1N2 

infopg@icba.ca 

 

5500 Alaska Highway, Box 196, Fort Nelson, BC V0C 1R0 

bvandersteen@fortnelsonchamber.com 

 

PO Box 28180, West Pender St, BC V6C 3T7 

contact@tls.ca 

 


